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Robust systems, like the molecular networks of living cells, are often resistant to single hits such as those
caused by high-specificity drugs. Here we show that partial weakening of theEscherichia coliandSaccharo-
myces cerevisiaetranscriptional regulatory networks at a small numbers3–5d of selected nodes can have a
greater impact than the complete elimination of a single selected node. In both cases, the targeted nodes have
the greatest possible impact; still, the results suggest that in some cases broader specificity compounds or
multitarget drug therapies may be more effective than individual high-affinity, high-specificity ones. Multiple
but partial attacks mimic well a number ofin vivo scenarios and may be useful in the efficient modification of
other complex systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the general applicability of network modelsf1–3g,
network damage has become a widely examined phenom-
enon in various fields. Scale-free networks have been shown
to be relatively insensitive to random damage. However, they
are rather vulnerable to attacks targeted to their most-
connected elements, called hubsf4g. In several networks cas-
cading failures may occurf5–7g and the effects of network
topology f4,7–11g permanent damagef12g on the resistance
of networks have been examined.

Most of the above studies used a complete elimination of
a node from the network to assess network stability. Here we
would like to provide a general answer to the following
question: Is the partial inactivation of several targets more
efficient than the complete inactivation of a single target?
The immediate motivation underlying this research is a ques-
tion relevant to drug design: can broader specificity, lower
affinity compounds or multidrug therapies be more efficient
than high-affinity, high-specificity compounds. The success
of multitarget drugs, like aspirin, Metformin, nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugssNSAID’sd, and Gleevec, the recent
breakthrough of combinationalscocktaild therapies against
AIDS, Alzheimer’s disease, asthma, bacterial, fungal and vi-
ral infections, diabetes, cancer, hypertension, multiple scle-
rosis, psychiatric disorders, etc., as well as the efficiency of
complex natural remediesslike herbal teasd all suggest that
attacking multiple targets may be a useful therapeutic strat-
egy f13–20g. We speculated that this phenomenon might be
reflected in the attack vulnerability of the biological net-
works. Using various attack strategies against theE. coli f21g
andS. cerevisiaef22g transcriptional regulatory networks we
found that partial weakening at a surprisingly small number
of points can be, in fact, more efficient than the complete
elimination of a single node. These results prompt further

studies to examine the relative efficiency of multitarget drugs
and suggest that the examination of multiple attacks can be a
promising area for further drug design studies.

II. METHODS

A. Networks

We have chosen the regulatory network data ofE. coli
f21g and S. cerevisiaef22g as network models. The reason
behind this choice was that regulatory proteins provide a
plausible framework for modeling drug effectsf23,24g. First
of all, regulatory mechanisms constitute a very sensitive,
central part of the cellular machinery, and their perturbation
influences a wide variety of vital functions. Second, regula-
tory networks belong to a broad class of scale-free networks
characteristic of many other biological systemsf2g. These
networks are directed graphs with 424 nodes and 521 edges
and 689 nodes and 1080 edges, respectively. Loops repre-
senting autoregulation were omitted as they do not influence
the value of network efficiencysfor definition, see Sec. II Dd.
The random networks were generated by distributing the
same number of randomly directed edges among the same
number of nodes as found in theE. coli f21g andS. cerevi-
siae f22g regulatory networks, respectively.

B. Attack strategies

The attack of a single target was performed by the elimi-
nation of all interactions at the representing nodefFig. 1sad,
complete knockoutg Partial inactivation of a target was mod-
eled in two different ways. Either half of the interactions of a
given nodefFig. 1sB1d, partial knockoutg has been removed
or all interactions of the node were attenuatedfFig. 1sB2d,
attenuation; for the description of attenuation see Sec. II Eg.
Finally, a distributed, system wide attack can affect any
protein-protein interactionsany edged within the network.
Again, we used two simplified strategies, knockoutfFig.
1sC1d, distributed knockoutg or attenuation of individual in-
teractionssedgesd of the networkfFig. 1sC2d, distributed at-
tenuation; see Sec. II Eg.
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We can translate these models into biochemical terms by
saying that a high-affinity drug can knock out an interaction,
while a low-affinity drug will only attenuate it. Similarly, a
highly specific drug is able to target one single interaction,
while less specific drugs will affect more on all interactions
of a given nodesprotein or operond. Needless to say, there is
a multitude of other possibilities. Those above were chosen
only as characteristic examples in order to test whether a
combination of several partial inactivation events can reach
an effect at least equivalent to the knockout of a single target.

C. Successive maximal damage strategy

Simulation experiments were based on a successive maxi-
mal damage strategy. The search for maximal damage caused
by multiple attacks is difficult in a combinatorial context. For
instance, if we want to determine which 5 of the 1000 edges
of a given network need to be deleted in order to produce a
maximal effect on the network efficiencysNE; see Sec. II Dd,
we would need to test 1000! /s5!3995!d.831011 cases in
a single-simulation experiment. Instead, we used a greedy
algorithm by choosing the elements whose step-by-step re-
moval produces the largest damage. This was carried out by

first determining the damage caused by the removal of each
individual nodesor edge, depending on the strategy; see Fig.
1d. The node or edge causing the maximum damage was
selected for removal in the subsequent attack. In the above
example, this procedure leads to a quasioptimal solution in
less than 5000 steps. We have to note that the network effi-
ciency value obtained in this manner is only an upper esti-
mate of the maximal damage, since there may be more effi-
cient combinations.

D. Network efficiency

The damage induced by the attacks on the networks was
monitored by calculating their NE. The NE of a simplesun-
directed, unweightedd graph ofn nodes is expressed as

E = o
iÞ j

1

dij
,

wheredij is the shortest path between nodesi and j f25g. If
the network is directed,dij is the shortest directed path; if it
is weighted,dij is the path with a minimum weight. Usually,
this quantity is divided by the corresponding sum of a fully
connected network to give a relative network efficiency be-
tween 0 and 1. In our case this was not necessary, since we
used the network efficiency of the starting network as 100%.
The decrease of NE was plotted as a function of the attacks.

E. Attenuation experiments

In the attenuation experiments, the initial network was
unweighted and an attack to an edge was modeled by dou-
bling its weight from 1 to 2. In the calculation of network
efficiency, the weight of the shortest pathdij was taken as
equal to the highest weight within the path. This means that
an attenuated edge within a path was considered to diminish
the contribution of the entire path in a bottleneck fashion.
Each edge could be attacked at both ends to reach a maximal
weight of 4. In each step the nodesor edged to be attacked by
attenuation was chosen on the basis of maximal damage.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of complete and partial knockouts

To answer the question, if a partial inactivation of several
targets is more efficient than the complete inactivation of a
single target, we used theE. coli f21g andS. cerevisiaef22g
network models described in Sec. II A. Using the various
attack strategies of Sec. II B the network becomes less con-
nected, and routes between distant nodes become more com-
plicatedf4g. It is worth mentioning that removal of the most
connected nodes did not always imply the maximal damage
of the regulatory networkssdirected, weighted graphsd stud-
ied here. For instance, in theS. cerevisiaenetwork the maxi-
mal damage is caused by the removal of the GCN4 node,
which has 18 edges, whereas the STE12 node has 71 edges.
This is in agreement with the earlier results of Latora and
Marchiori f26g, who showed that the damage of the most
connected nodes is not always the worst damage of the net-
work. The importance of other parameters than the degree of

FIG. 1. sColord Partial target inhibition strategies. PanelsAd,
complete knockout: complete inhibition of a single target modeled
by the elimination of all interactions at the representing node. Panel
sB1d, partial knockout: partial inactivation of the target by knocking
out half of its interactions. PanelsB2d, attenuation: partial inactiva-
tion of the target by attenuating the interactions of the representing
node to 50% as an average. PanelsC1d, distributed knockout: inac-
tivation of individual interactions between nodes. PanelsC2d, dis-
tributed attenuation: attenuation of individual interactions between
nodes. In the attenuation experiments, attacking an edge at one end
resulted in a 50% weakening of the interactionsdashed lined. If a
subsequent attack is directed against the other end of the edge, the
interaction is weakened to 25%sdotted lined.
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the affected node in determining network damage, like be-
tweenness centrality was also described in other publications
f27,28g. These findings were one of the reasons why we per-
formed a rigorous search rather than simply attacking the
next most connected node.

The descending curves of Figs. 2sad and 2sbd show that
the complete knockout of single nodessblued is more effec-
tive than the attenuation of all interactions of two nodes
sredd. On the other hand, an attenuation of 5 nodessgreend is
already more effective than the complete inactivation of a
single targetsblued. The same result was found both in theE.

coli and in theS. cerevisiaenetworks. The effect of attenua-
tion of all interactions at a given nodefFigs. 2scd and 2sddg
proved to be rather similar. Attenuation of 5 nodessgreend
produced roughly the same effect as the complete inactiva-
tion of a single nodesblued. The effect of the third strategy,
the distributed systemwide attack is directed against edges,
rather than nodes, so the graphic comparisonfFigs. 2sed and
2sfdg is different from the previous cases. It is apparent, how-
ever, that the effect produced by the complete elimination of
the first node and its 72 edges in theE. coli network fFig.
2sad, first point of the blue lineg is reached by the knockout

FIG. 2. sColord Effect of single-target and various multitarget attack strategies on network efficiency. The effect of a series of successive
attacks is shown on the network efficiencysNE f25g; see Methodsd of the regulatory networks ofE. coli f21g or S. cerevisiaef22g. Each
attack point was chosen to produce the maximal possible damage to the system. PanelssAd andsBd, single-target attack was performed by
eliminating all the edges of a given nodefblue; cf. Fig. 1sadg; partial knockout was modeled by fully blockingsremovingd a randomly chosen
half of the edges belonging to a given node as shown in Fig. 1, panelsB1d. This attack was applied simultaneously to 2sredd, 5 sgreend, and
10 sblackd nodes. PanelssCd andsDd, attenuation was modeled by decreasing the contribution of edges belonging to a given node as shown
in Fig. 1, panelsB2d. The color codes are the same as in panelssAd andsBd. Distributed systemwide knockout was modeled by either fully
blocking fremoving, panelsEdg or attenuationfpanelsFdg an edge so as to produce a maximum decrease in NE, as schematically shown in
Fig. 1, panelssC1d and sC2d, respectively. In the attenuation experiments an edge could be attenuated at both ends; i.e., the maximal
attenuation of a single edge was fourfoldsfrom the initial 100% to 25%d. For this reason the number of attacksfpanelsFdg and the number
of edges affectedsTable I, column 12d do not necessarily coincide. Blue and red signs of panelssCd andsDd refer to data fromE. coli and
S. cerevisiae, respectively.
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TABLE I. Quantitative comparison of single-target knockout with various multitarget attack strategies.

Network

sAd Single-target
knockout

sBd Partial inactivation of several targets sCd Distributed system-wide attack

sB1d Partial knockout:
half of edges deletedm

sB2d Attenuation of all
edges

sC1d Distributed
knockout of individual

edges

sC2d Distributed
attenuation of individual

edges

No. of nodes
deleted

No. of edges
affected

Damage
s%

decrease
in NEd

Equivalent
No. of nodes

No. of edges
affected

Equivalent
No. of nodes

No. of edges
affected

Equivalent
No. of edges

affected

No. of nodes
affected
s% of

edgesda

Equivalent
No. of edges

affected

No. of nodes
affected
s% of

edgesda

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

E. coli regulatory
network sN=424,
E=521d

1 72b 15% 4.2 64.8c 5 129d 15 19
s5.8%de

38f 53
s10.5%dg

S. cerevisiae
regulatory
network sN=689,
E=1080d

1 18h 6% 2.8 61.0i 3 142j 6 11
s3.1%df

10l 16
s5.4%dl

Random directed
network sN=424,
E=521dm

1 6.0 20% 2.0 5.8 4.0 19.4 2.0 4.0
s19.7%d

5.0 8.2
s10.24%d

Random, directed
network sN=689,

1 8.2 7% 2.0 6.4 2.0 7.6 2.0 4.0
s10.1%d

3.0 6.0
s9.84%d

E=1080dm

aE.g. the 15 edges attacked in theE. coli network represent 5.8% of the total of 328 edges that belong to the 19 nodes affected by the attack.sIn this particular case 11 nodes of the maximal
possible 30 affected nodes were overlapping at the different edges.d
bAffected operonssNo. of edgesd: crps72d.
cAffected operonssNo. of edgesd: crps72d, rpoH s14d, fliAZY s14d, fnr s22d, arcA s21d, rpoEIrseABC s24d.
dAffected operonssNo. of edgesd: crp s72d, rpoH s14d, fnr s22d, fliAZY s14d, flhDC s10d.
eAffected operonssNo. of edgesd:: arcA s21d, cpxARs10d, crp s72d, cspAs2d, cytR s7d, dnaAs2d, flhDC s10d, fliAZY s14d, fnr s22d, fur s10d, hnss8d, malt s7d, mlc s4d, nlpDIrpoS s14d,
ompRIenvZ s7d, rpoEIrseABC s24d, rpoH s14d, soxRs1d, soxSs7d.
fThe number of attacksse.g.: 56d can be higher than the number of edges attackedse.g.: 38d since each edge could be attacked twice. See Methods and the legend to Fig. 2.
gAffected operonssNo. of edgesd: arcA s21d, cpxARs10d, crp s72d, cspAs2d, cytR s7d, dnaAs2d, flhDC s10d, fliAZY s14d, fnr s22d, fur s10d, hnss8d, malt s7d, mlc s4d, nlpDIrpoS s14d,
ompRIenvZ s7d, rpoEIrseABCs24d, rpoH s14d, soxRs1d, soxSs7d, acrAB s1d, acrRs1d, adaIalkB s2d, adiA s1d, adiAIadiY s1d, aidB s3d, alkA s2d, appCBAs2d, appYs3d, atoCs3d, betIBA
s2d, caiF s6d, caiTABCDE s3d, exuR s3d, fadR s5d, fecABCDE s1d, fecIR s2d, fhlA s4d, fixABCX s2d, fpr s2d, GalR s2d, gals s3d, glnALG s4d, himA s21d, hypABCDE s3d, iclMR s3d,
marRAB s6d, metJs4d, metRs4d, nacs4d, nagBACDs4d, rpoN s13d, rtcR s2d, uxuABR s2d.
hAffected operonssNo. of edgesd: IME1 s18d.
iAffected operonssNo. of edgesd: IME1 s18d, STE12s71d, GCN4 s53d.
jAffected operonssNo. of edgesd: IME1 s18d, STE12s71d, GCN4 s53d.
kAffected operonssNo. of edgesd: SNF2ISWI1 s20d, SIN3 s13d SWI5 s11d, MCM1 s13d, HAP2I3I4I5 s26d, MIG1 s26d, DAL80 s20d, DAL80IGZF3s5d, GAT1 s6d, HSF1s15d, UME6 s38d.
lAffected operonssNo. of edgesd: SNF2ISWI1 s20d, SIN3 s13d IME1 s18d, RME1 s8d, IME1IUME6 s4d, HAP2I3I4I5 s26d, MIG1 s26d, SWI5 s11d, MCM1 s13d, DAL80 s20d,
DAL80IGZF3 s5d, GAT1 s6d, HSF1s15d, UME6 s38d, GAL4 s14d, IME4 s2d.
mThe results are the average of ten simulations, hence the resulting numbers are not necessarily integers.
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of 15 edges onlyfsee the corresponding value in panelsEdg.
Similarly, the complete elimination of the first node and its
18 edges in theS. cerevisiaenetworkfFig. 2sbd, first point of
the blue lineg is reached by the knockout of 6 edges onlyfsee
the corresponding value in panelsEdg. The distributed attenu-
ation strategyfFig. 2sfdg is less efficient, since here 56 or 13
attenuation steps have to be performed in theE. coli or S.
cerevisiaenetworks, respectively, to achieve the same effect.
We note that the simulations shown here are inhibition sce-
narios, where functions are entirely or partially blocked simi-
lar to what happens when an antibiotic acts on a pathogen.
The effect of a therapeutic agent that restores the normal
function of an inhibited receptor can be modeled by analo-
gous steps carried out in a reverse order.

Turning back to the context of drug design, we attempted
a more detailed comparative analysis of the damage after the
inactivation of a single node, which is a better analogy to
high-affinity, single-target drug-induced effects than the suc-
cessive maximal damage strategy of Fig. 2. Here our main
question was, how many partial attacks are equivalent to the
complete inactivation of a single node? A detailed quantita-
tive comparison is shown in Table I. The data represent the
number or nodes and edges that have to be attacked by vari-
ous strategies to produce the same effectsmaximal damaged
on network efficiency as that of the complete knockout of a
single node. In particular, one is tempted to think that mul-
titarget attacks may affect more edges to obtain the same
effect as single target knockout, but the results show that this
is not necessarily the case. In theE. coli network, thepartial
knockoutof about 4 nodes is necessary to produce the same
effect as the complete elimination of a single node. A total of

about 65 edges are deleted in this way, in contrast to the 72
edges of the single eliminated target.Attenuationis less ef-
ficient; there, 5 nodes and 129 edges have to be attacked in
order to reach the same effect.Distributed knockoutis the
most efficient in this respect. As noted above, the elimination
of 15 edges of theE. coli or 6 edges of theS. cerevisiae
networks produce the same effect as the elimination of a
single node with its 72 or 18 edges, respectively, in these
networks. In both theE. coli andS. cerevisiaenetworks the
fully damaged single node was among the 3–5 partially af-
fected nodesssee footnotes of Table Id. Distributed attenua-
tion was less efficient than distributed knockout, especially
in terms of the number of edges that had to be attacked in
order to reach the same damage. Even though attenuation
strategiesscorresponding to low-affinity drugsd were found
less efficient in these calculations than the corresponding
knockout strategiesshigh-affinity bindersd, a slight increase
in the number of targets can easily compensate for this dis-
advantage.

B. Sites of attacks

Figure 3 shows the sites of the various attacks quantified
in Table I in theE. coli fFig. 3sadg and S. cerevisiaefFig.
3sbdg networks. All strategies target a central, connected part
in both networks. On the other hand, in theS. cerevisiae
networkfFig. 3sbdg the majority of the edges selected by the
edge-directed strategiessC1, C2 of Fig. 1d are not directly
connected to the nodes targeted to by the node-directed strat-
egiessB1, B2 of Fig. 1d, while most of the attacked edges are
connected or close to the attacked nodes in theE. coli net-
work fFig. 3sadg.

FIG. 3. sColord Sites affected by the various strategies in theE. coli sAd and theS. cerevisiaesBd regulatory networks. The attacks were
carried out with the maximum damage algorithm based on the rigorous search strategy described in Methods. The strategies are those defined
in Fig. 1, and the nodes and edges are the same as those described in Table II.
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C. Single and multiple hits on random networks

As a comparison, the same attack strategies were applied
to random networksf29,30g that have the same number of
nodes and edges as theE. coli and S. cerevisiaeregulatory
networks, respectively. These random networks also show a
rather high susceptibility to multiple, although partial, hits, if
compared to the deletion of their single nodes. Moreover,
random networks seem to be more susceptible to multitarget
attacks than their natural counterparts, since the attack of
fewer nodes and fewer edges produces the same damage as
in the E. coli andS. cerevisiaeregulatory networks. For ex-
ample, if one compares the extent of damagesTable I, col-
umn 4d and the number of edges necessary for distributed
knockoutsTable I, column 9d, one can see that the elimina-
tion of one edge results in about 1% damage in both theE.
coli andS. cerevisiaeregulatory networks, while in the cor-
responding random networks the elimination of a single edge
corresponds to 10% and 3.5% damage, respectively. We are
aware of the fact that the comparison ofE. coli andS. cer-
evisiaeregulatory networks with the corresponding random
networks may not be generalized to networks with other to-
pologies; nevertheless, we feel that it is safe to conclude that
the susceptibility of networks to multitarget attacks may de-
pend on their topology. In the present two cases we found
that the natural, directed networks are somewhat more robust
against multitarget attacks than their random counterparts.
However, the general validity of this conclusion needs a
more thorough analysis.

D. Multiple hits remain more efficient even if the same
number of edges is removed

As mentioned above, the number of eliminated and at-
tenuated edges differed in the various attacks on theE. coli
and S. cerevisiaeregulatory networks. This raises the con-
cern that the difference between the various attack strategies
is caused by the unequal number of damaged, removed or
partially blocked edges. In Table II we show a comparison
where the damage in network efficiency was calculated with

an equalized number of deleted edges in each attack sce-
nario. This data confirms that most of the multiple-target
strategies shown here can be more efficient than the knock-
out of a single target, even when the damage of only an equal
number of edges is permitted. In the case of theE. coli net-
work three out of the four multiple-target strategies were
more efficient than single target knockout, while in the case
of theS. cerevisiaenetwork half of them were more efficient.
The efficiency of multitarget attacks is not trivial: they are
not only better because they affect the network in more sites.
They can, especially if distributed in the entire network, con-
fuse complex systems more than concentrated attacks even if
the number of targeted interactions is the same.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary we can conclude that the efficacy of multi-
target attacks compares well with that of single-target knock-
out. Partial knockout or attenuation of a surprisingly small
number of targetsse.g., 3 or 5d may produce a larger effect
than the complete knockout of a single target. Our studies
suggest that certain drugs with multiple targetsf13–15g or
carefully designed drug combinationsf17–20g might have a
better chance to affect the complex equilibrium of the whole
system than single-target drugsf16g. Moreover, it is suffi-
cient that these multitarget drugs affect their targets only
partially, which corresponds well with the presumed low-
affinity interactions of these drugs with several of their tar-
gets f16,31,32g. It has been summarized before that weak
links slow-probability, low-intensity edgesd stabilize complex
systemsf33,34g. Here we showed a kind of reverse state-
ment: that multiple, weak hits efficiently confuse the integ-
rity of complex systems. Since the increased sensitivity to
small but multiple hits versus major single hits was found in
two quite different network typesscharacterized by scale-
free and random topologies, respectivelyd, it may be worth-
while to test this phenomenon in the case of network repre-
sentations used in areas other than genetic regulatory
networksf1–3g. Partial attacks mimic well the physiological

TABLE II. Damage caused by different strategies upon removal of the same number of edges.

Network

sAd Single target knockout

Damages% decrease in NEd caused by
removing the same No. of edges

sBd Partial
inactivation of
several targets

sCd Distributed
system-wide attack

No. of nodes
deleted

No. of edges
affected

Damage
s% decr.
in NEd

sB1d
Partial

KO

sB2d
Att. of all

edges

sC1d
Distributed
knockout

sC2d
Distributed
attenuation

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

E. coli regulatory
network

1 72 15% 19.9% 7.4% 26.9% 16.9%

S. cerevisiae
regulatory
network

1 18 6% 3.4% 3.0% 14.0% 7.6%
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scenarios, where a complete elimination of a network node is
a rather unusual phenomenon. The partial attack strategy
might be worth trying in other models, like the selective
removal of nodes and edges to restrict the damage of cascad-
ing overload failuresf35g.
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